Upgrade features on DH75/DH100

The NEW GENERALAire DH75 and DH100 De-Humidifier models

- Wi-Fi enabled. Touch screen controls
- Smaller, lighter than DH70 and DH95 generation, with larger PPD removal capacity.
- Incorporates intuitive touch screen digital interface that displays humidity levels, humidity set point, indoor temperature, filter change reminder, humidifier function status.
- Includes ACFI Arc-Fault interrupter for safe plug in to receptacle
- Features a low-temperature shut-off that protects the compressor.
- A fan-only function operation to keep air flowing in the space.
- Angled display for Top/Side viewing.
- Less than 55dB (unducted). 1” replaceable MERV11 filter. Safety grille
- 5-year warranty

Energy Efficiency – Dehumidifier vs. Air Conditioner

A 2 Ton Air Conditioning Condenser (3105W) uses nearly 4x the amount of Watts to run than a DH75 dehumidifier at (750W), DH100 (1050W).

DH75 approximate equivalent for use in application with 3-1/2 ton A/C condenserDH100 approximate equivalent for use in application with 5 ton A/C condenser

Energy Use AC Vs DH – In Watts

Typical 13 Seer AC
024 Two Ton Condenser 3,105W
042 Three and One Half Ton Condenser 4,110W
060 Five Ton Condenser 6,072W

HealthyAire® Dehumidifiers
DH75 750W
DH100 1050W

Watt consumption based upon Rheem Nomenclature